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**Title word cross-reference**

[Lon08]. $35.00 [Coe10, Gil08, Jac09, Phi10, San10, Sch12a, Wal15a]. $35.96 [Lau14].
$36.00 [Rad13]. $36.50 [Wol13a]. $37.00 [Wol13a]. $37.10 [Str08]. $37.50 [Gar09].
$38.95 [And09]. $39.00 [Fin13]. $39.95 [Mod08, Ris10]. $40 [And09, Joh08, Mod08].
$40.00 [Coe10, Mor09, Wol13a]. $42.00 [Bro14]. $42.70 [Str08]. $43 [Ham10].
$43.00 [Ris10]. $44.95 [Lau14]. $45 [Bal15, Ham10, Joh08, Lon08, Nye09, Rai10].
$45.00 [Fin13, Gil08, Kim14, Phi10, Rad13, Sch12a]. $46 [Str08]. $46.04 [Nov15]. $49
[Mod08, Rai10]. $49.95 [Ham10, San10]. $50.00 [Por13, Wal15a]. $52 [Nye09].
$52.00 [Kev09]. $55 [Bal15, Nye09, SD08]. $55.00 [Por13]. $59.50 [Str08]. $60.00
[Kim14, Ror12, San10]. $65.00 [Mor09]. $65.33 [Nov15]. $68.95 [Phi10]. $70.00
[Har09, Por13]. $74.50 [SD08]. $74.95 [Har09]. $75.00 [Wal15a]. $76.00 [Por13].
$80 [Lon08]. $85 [Bal15]. $85.00 [Har09, Sch12a]. $87.00 [Wal15a]. $9.95
[On15]. $90.00 [Gar09, Har09]. 2 [Cha12, Gor14a, Wea07]. B = 0 [Dah86]. N
[Nye80]. ζ [Rob83].

-Rays [Nye80].

//www.gutenberg [San10].
//www.gutenberg-e.org/rentetzi/
[San10].

0-292-70981-1 [Lon08]. 0-520-25750-2 [Nov15]. 0-521-86584-0 [Har09].
0-674-01495-2 [Gar09]. 0-674-02713-2 [Kev09].

1763 [Por13]. 1764 [MOBG09, Por13]. 1783 [Coe10]. 1785 [DD59]. 1789 [Mil50]. 17th
1926 [Sta11]. 1930 [Sch12a]. 1930s [And05c, BR94, Cas81, De05, Den17, Gas96, Goo91, Hin03, Mas06, Orb89, Rig83, Tur06, Wit04]. 1934 [Phi10]. 1939 [Hop96].
[Ham10]. 1990s [Lam18]. 19th [Dar02, Dör91, Gol00, Son53, Wis87].
19th-century [Dar02, Dör91, Gol00].

2 [DeV87]. 2004 [Joh08]. 2005 [Mod08].
20th [San10, CK90, Cat98, Dör06, Ore00, Ren09, Shi86, Shi87]. 20th-Century
[CK90]. 2nd [Bro14, Zak13].

43 [SF15].

'50s [Nyh17].
978-0-87169-965-7 [Dea08].
978-0-87328-249-9 [Lau14].
978-0-905193-07-6 [Nye09].
978-0262-01231-7 [Mod08].
978-0262-08355-3 [Mod08].
978-03001-1078-4 [SD08].
978-0520-27096-1 [Kli13].
978-08122-3947-8 [Mod08].
978-1-137-02528-9 [Lau14].
978-1-4214-0283-3 [Kim14].
978-1-4214-0788-3 [Lau14].
978-1-4214-0965-8 [Nov15].
978-1-4443-3943-7 [Zak13].
978-1-55849-975-1 [Bra15].
978-1-58834-352-9 [Oni15].
978-1-595-58196-9 [Zak13].
978-1-59643-827-9 [Oni15].
978-1-59691-452-0 [Oni15].
978-1-845-11459-6 [Har09].
978-1-86940-727-8 [Bra15].
978-1-890951-78-8 [And09].
978-2-200-25563-3 [Kim14].
978-2-753-50696-1 [Coe10].
978-3-039-10299-0 [Phi10].
978-8-400-08692-3 [San10].
978-8-490-3238-7 [Mat15].
978-8-9756-311-6 [SD08].
978-88-222-5496-2 [SD08].
978-9-5871-6135-9 [Por13].
978-9-5871-6326-1 [Por13].
978-9-5871-6490-9 [Por13].
978-94-007-3931-4 [Gor14a].
978-958-716-498-5 [Mat15].
978-958-761-142-7 [Mat15].
978-981-4307-81-9 [Wal15a].

âge [Str06, SD08].

9

[Go10]. Charles
[Dea08, Bye13, KII11, Kli53, Mor09, Pye74, Rus15, SG99, Sni06, Tho17]. Charlotte
[Rei17b]. Chemical
[Abi91]. Chemico-Thermal
[Abi91]. chemische
[Pra49]. win49].
Chemist
[Dei48, Dol76, Don67, Far62, Far66, Fig66, Fre81, Gar09, Gue76, Hol04, KVI96, Moh05, SGI99, PVP50, Rob76, Roh50, Sar50, Sch59, Siv62]. Chemistry
[Bro75, Byk65, Cha93, Coh50, Dei48, Dol76, Don67, Far62, Far66, Fig66, Fre81, Gar09, Gue76, Hol04, KVI96, Moh05, SGI99, PVP50, Rob76, Roh50, Sar50, Sch59, Siv62]. Chemists
[DW49, Gav90, Gol60, Joh13, Mil61]. Chicago
[And09, Bal15, Bro14, Coe10, Fin13, Gar09, GIl08, Ham10, Har09, Kim14, Lin09, Lon08, Mor09, Nov15, Nye09, Phi10, Por13, Rai10, Ris10, Rob12, San10, Sch12a, Slo14, Wall15a, FeF92, Slo14]. Chichester
[Zak13]. Chicken
[OCS08]. Chikako
[Kli13]. Child
[Ham10, Mun11, Rob12, Gor80]. Children
[Sch12a, Koh10]. Chile
[Abb13]. Chimie
[PVP50]. Chimist
[Bag65, Cofo66, Coh50, Ede59, Hu04, Jia66, Mul12, Rob12, Sch08a, Wan99b, Wil99]. Chinese
[Rog12, Lam11]. Chlorate
[Dav48]. Choh
[Zul09]. Choice
[Het82, Koz91, KP86, Ric12, Mil10b]. Choosing
[Rei95]. Chris
[Mor09]. Christian
[Zak13, Lev66]. Christiane
[Kel96]. Christoph
[Wall15a]. Christophe
[Cho12, Joh08]. Christophle
[Hey65]. Christos
[Oni15]. Chromatin
[Ha15]. Chrome
[Lav14]. Chromosome
[dC15]. Chromosomes
[San15]. Chymie
[Nev65]. Ciencias
[CA14]. científica
[Por13, BGC08]. Científicas
[San10, Por13, GUOB11]. cinema
[Kir11, Hec14]. circa
[FWH75, SF13, SF15]. Circulation
[CR16, Leg15, Mat15, Sim11]. Circumstances
[DA96]. Citrus
[Coo19]. City
[Tat16]. civic
[Fre97]. civil
[Hol99, Low99]. Civilization
[Mun12]. Civilizing
[Har09, Ada06]. Claiming
[Sow17]. Claire
[OL50, Sol65]. Clara
[McC64]. Clarendon
[Gar09, Rob12, Mor92]. Clarke
[Sch90]. CLAS
[WS01a]. Classical
[Kuz71, Sie78, Tal16]. Classical-Electromagnetic
[Sie78]. Classification
[Dea14, Koh08, Rob12, Mul12]. Clausius
[Gar70, Kle69, Pet16, Yag84]. Clément
[Lem49]. Clements
[Mas06]. Climate
[Coe10, Hen16, MN18, NTT10, Wal15b]. DM06, Dör06, Fle06, Gø07]. Climatology
[Har09, Jen06, Mas06]. Clive
[Par10]. Closing
[Tat15]. cloth
[And09, Bra15, Coe10, Fin13, Gar09, Gil08, Ham10, Har09, Jac09, Joh08, Kev09, Lin09, Mod08, Mor09, Nov15, Nye09, Phi10, Rai10, San10, Sch12a, Sta08]. Cloud
[Ber19, Ham10, Gor09]. clouds
[Von01]. CO
[Wea07]. Coal
[Bou12, Luc08]. Coats
[Hec14, Kir11]. Cockburn
[Sei86a]. Cockcroft
[HA84, Sei86a]. Coen
[Nye09]. Coins
[Lev67b]. Cold
[Ake07, Ham10, Hec14, Mod08, San10, Wol13a, AB98, Aro17, Bru03, Col10, Fre05, Hec14, Hou97, KAI02, Kev90, Kri99, Kri05, Lee16, Leo09, Lev13, Mau03, Oli19, SR02a, Sei01, Shi16, Shi19, Sla12a, Sla12b, Tat19, VD10, Wal00, Wan95b, Wan99b, Wan08, Wan12, Wea97, Wil15, Wol13b]. Colding
[Can97]. Colegio
[MDBG09, Por13]. Coleman
[Hag14]. Colin
[Kim14]. Collaborating
[WS01a]. Collaboration
[Gue76, Nie89, Nie91, Pye76, Oli09]. collar
Kau60, Kin11, Kli53, Ric12, Sch64, SF13, SF15, BJ10, Pan14, Reo09. **Conway** [How12]. **Cook** [Kim14, Lon08, Tak11]. **Cooper** [Lon08]. **Cooperative** [Bug89, Ka77]. **Coordination** [Kau67b]. **Copper** [Fes62]. **Core** [Cas79]. **Cork** [GP17]. **corners** [Wes96a]. **coronagraph** [Huf94]. **Corporate** [Cas81, DR89, DIR91, Mon08]. **Cosmo** [Kra82]. **Cosmo-Physics** [Kra82]. **Cosmology** [Kra82, Kra07, Oli19, Rug88]. **Cosmos** [Pic17]. **Coulston** [Dea08]. **Council** [Bug89]. **Countercultural** [Mod08, Vet06]. **Country** [Hal11]. **Courant** [Shi16]. **Courtier** [Mil49]. **courtroom** [Gol00]. **Cover** [Ano05a, Ano06a, Ano07a, Ano08a, Ano08b, Ano08c, Ano08d, Ano09a, Ano09b, Ano09c, Ano09d, Ano10a, Ano10b, Ano10e, Ano10d, Ano11a, Ano11b, Ano12c, Ano12d, Ano12e, Ano12f, Ano13b, Ano13c, Ano13a, Ano13d, Ano13e, Ano14d, Ano14a, Ano14b, Ano14e, Ano15a, Ano15b, Ano15c, Ano15d, Ano15e]. **CP** [Fra83]. **Cradle** [Rai10, Hed08]. **Crafting** [Set10, Sta11]. **Creeper** [Lin09]. **created** [Abi00]. **Creation** [AvL16, Bro76, Fri77, De 02, Kra97, Kri01]. **Crepis** [Smo09]. **crime** [AI01]. **Crisis** [Wis12a]. **Critic** [Sem08]. **Critical** [Ful64, Phi66]. **criticism** [Hu04]. **critique** [Ram95, Sur02]. **Crossroads** [Kev09, Sta11, BV09, Koi07, MW07, Rai00]. **Crozier** [Har09]. **crusade** [Aas99]. **Crystal** [MJ15]. **Crystals** [Szy84]. **CT** [SD08]. **Cuban** [Fin13, RH10]. **Cullather** [Wol13a]. **Culotta** [Pye74]. **cultura** [HR12, Mat15, Poh11]. **Cultural** [Har09, Set11, Edm06]. **Culture** [Coo12, For71, Kev09, NR13, Phi10, Por13, Ris10, Tat19, Wal15a, Ble12, DeY11, Gau08, Har06, HR12, Koj99a, Lau12, MWR07, Smi06, Mod08, Mor09, Leg15]. **cultures** [Rio01]. **Curator** [Dei64]. **Cure** [Fin13, RH10]. **Curie** [Oni15, Red10]. **Curing** [Mon08, Har09]. **Curious** [Bre15, Gue61]. **Curran** [Nov15]. **Current** [Bro69, Sie86]. **Curtis** [Mil86]. **Cybernetic** [Abb13, Lee16]. **cycles** [Fle06]. **cyclotron** [Hin03]. **cyclotrons** [Koj06]. **Cynthia** [Zak13]. **Cyrus** [Dim14]. **Cytogenetic** [San15]. **Cytogenetics** [Bar15, Hog15]. D [Fin13, Ham10, Lau14, Mod08, San10]. d’Etre [Den17]. **Dallas** [Bou12, Jan11]. **Dalton** [Goo69]. **Daniel** [Zak13]. **Daniela** [Por13]. **Dark** [Bra15, Gor17]. **Darrigol** [Abi04]. **Darwin** [Kev09, Mor09, Bel18, BG13, Dea14, Oni15, Sch08b, Set16, Smi06]. **Darwinism** [Phi10, Gli08]. **Daston** [And09]. **Data** [ABO10, Bou18, Fra81, Igo18, Jon18, Por18, Rob83, Ros18, Sep18, dCP18, dC18, Con06, Ste16]. **Databases** [Did18]. **Datafication** [Von18]. **David** [Cho12, Hag14, Hop96, Lau14, Sei86a, Sta11, Sta08, Zak13, Fre05, Koj02]. **Davie** [Mil61]. **Davis** [Dav49, LK50]. **Davy** [Ful60, Ful62, Ful64, Ful67, Sie59, Sie64, Str64]. **Dawn** [Bal15, Ham10, Par13, San10, Gor09, Ham08, McCO8, Sec14, WG10]. **Days** [Fel13, FH11]. **DC** [Mod08, Oni15]. **Dead** [Sla12a, Fab10]. **Deal** [Ris17]. **Dear** [Ris10]. **Death** [San10, Kev97]. **Debate** [Can75, Het89, Hof17, Kin11, Pri14, BJ10, Gas96, Wan95a]. **Debated** [FH19]. **Debates** [Hol76, Mar15, Cat98]. **Deborah** [Gar09, Nye09]. **Debt** [Lev60a]. **decade** [Bru03]. **Decades** [Buc12]. **Decay** [Mon08, Coe02]. **Decision** [GB89, Kai10, Cho12]. **deCODE** [Jac09, For08]. **Decomposition** [DD59]. **Deconstruction** [OCS08]. **Decorative** [Pye13]. **Découvrent** [Len49]. **Deep** [Zak13, Sma08]. **defeated** [De 12]. **Defence** [Ab98]. **Defense** [Gol70, Jac07]. **Definition** [Str08, Gre07]. **Degradation** [Ihd64].
Lev66, Lon08, Mil50, Mil90, Nes13, NTT10, Per18, Pye76, Rob76, Roc78, San10, Sch12a, Sla12a, Sut81, Tur82, Urd48, Von01, Ahe03, Ano05c, Ash10, Boo06, Bow09, Coo07b, De 05, Gru05, Lew11, MD03, Ren09, Sei01].

Early-Victorian [Rob76]. Earth
[FF17, Goo84, Kre11, Rai10, Sch12a, Bru87, Con06, Con11, O’C07, Rus11a, Sch67, Zak13].

Earthmoving [Kir05, Mod08]. East
[Cro07, Ham10, Har09, Aug07, Han12].


Electromagnetic
[D’A75, Dor75, Hir69, Han15, Ker13, Sie78, Aboi03, Kat05, Set04, Set05]. electrometers [Lel05]. Electron [Byk65, Eck87, Fe89, Jen84, Kao87, McC70, Rus81, Dar94, Par01]. Electronics [For87, JI08]. Electrons [EgG80]. Electrochemistry [Cro88]. Electrodynamic [Dar96]. Electrodynamics [Can78, Rue92]. Electromagnetic
[D’A75, Dor75, Hir69, Han15, Ker13, Sie78, Aboi03, Kat05, Set04, Set05]. electrometers [Lel05]. Electron [Byk65, Eck87, Fe89, Jen84, Kao87, McC70, Rus81, Dar94, Par01]. Electronics [For87, JI08]. Electrons [EgG80]. Electrochemistry [Cro88]. Electrodynamic [Dar96]. Electrodynamics [Can78, Rue92].
Sei08, Wis79, Dar01, Gol10, Neb94.]
[102x634]Engagement [Orl04]. Engineering
[164x634][Bro14, Cho12, Ham10, Pan90b, Aug07, Joh09, Muk09]. Engineers
[Mod08, Wis12b, Ake07, Hec14]. England
[Leg15, Kin13, Qui82, Sim11]. English
[Del76, Tay48]. English-Speaking [Del76]. Enigma [Kra09b]. Enlightened

H [Gor14a, Lau14, Lin09, Oni15, Cha12]. Hal [Gli08, Phi10, Sol65]. Habilitationsschrift [Kau67a]. Habits [Pye90a]. Hackinsack [Wal15a]. Haeckel [Phi10, Gli08, Ric08]. Hal [Buc12]. half-tones [And09]. Hall [Hog96]. Ham [Har06, Mod08, Mod08]. Hamblin [Bra15, Fan10]. Handbook [How12, OC10]. Hands [Sch12a, Koh10]. Hands-On [Sch12a, Koh10]. Hanford [Fel13, FH11]. Hanover [Hos07, Nye09]. Hans [Dör12, Kev09, Wal15a, Dör12, Ric17a, Sch12b]. Hans-Jörg [Dör12, Kev09, Dör12]. Hao [Zu109]. hardback [Har09]. hardcover [Bal15, Bro10, Gor11a, Joh08, Kim14, Kli13, Lau14, Lon08, Mat15, Mod08, Oni15, Por13, Ris10, Rog12, Str08, SD08, Wal15a, Woli3a, Zak13]. Haring [Mod08]. Härness [Gar09]. Harmonious [Jac06, Mor09]. Harold [Lon08]. Harper [Coe10, Oni15]. Harrison [Ris10]. Hartcup [Sei86a]. Harvard [Gar09, Har09, Kev09, Wal15a, Woli3a, Koh50]. Harwood [Phi10]. Haukse [Fre81]. Haven [Gar09, Joh08, Lon08, SD08]. Hazardous [How11]. Hazards [Hen16]. HBT [SF15, SF13]. Health [Bar15, How11, Jac09, Par07, Hop96]. Heat [Yag84, Fri77]. Heath [Kli13]. Heavy [Cre08, HV06]. Hecht [Wel12]. Hedeen [Rai10]. Heilbronn [Hop96]. Heinrich [DR50, Dör95]. Heisenberg [Sta11, Wal92, Bro71, Car99, Cas79, Cas09b, Eck90, Han79, Hop96, Mac77, Ser77]. Helen [Fin13]. Helium [Lev00]. Helmholtz [Cah04, Dar98a, Elk70, Jur02]. Henchman [Bal15]. Hendry [Sei86a]. Henri [OL50]. Henry [Fin13, FF17]. Herbert [Lai13]. hereditary [Dei04]. Heredity [Hog19, Kev09, MWR07, Kev09]. Hermann [Kat09]. Herran [Sun10, Mat15]. Hersch [Lau14]. Herschel [Ag49]. Hersches [Nye09, Hse07]. Hertz [DA75, Hon89]. Hide [She12, Go13]. High [Cas81, Hof17, Joh08, Sei08, Léc06, Neb94, Cre01]. High-Energy [Sei08, Neb94]. Hilfsmittel [Win49]. Hill [HS89, Oni15]. himself [For07]. Hirosige [Nis76]. Hispanic [Por13, Bl12]. historia [Mat15, Poh11]. Historian [Dei64, Kl14, McC64, Sar50]. Historians [Bur82]. Historical [Byk65, Dör12, GG50, MCC15, Rob83, nyo07, Al101]. Historicize [Elm12]. Historicizing [Dör12, Rhe10b, Kev09]. Histórico [Dör12, Rhe10b, Kev09]. Historiography [Aro17, Ten19, McE07]. History [And09, Bak64, Ber19, Bou12, Bra15, Br187, Cah88, Cas86, Ch12, Cow17, Dar84, Dea08, Dei48, Dör19, Far65, Fig66, F166, Gan53, Gil92, God49, Gor14a, GD59, Gor62, Han15, Het87, Hop96, HS89, Joh08, Kel08, Kel09, Kev09, K13, K19, Kli59, Kli13, Kraa28, Kuz71, Lau14, LK50, Lem18, Lin09, Lon08, Mat15, Mc18, NG12, Nye80, Nye83, Nye09, Oni15, Per18, Pet16, Por13, Rai01, Ric12, Rus15, Sei87, Sep18, ST18, Set11, Str08, SD08, Szy84, Tam18, Urd48, Wol13a, Zak13, V67, AA95, An10, Bor10, Bro07, Chr11, Coo07b, Cre01, Edm06, End07, FV13, Fle06, Gil07, LB10, Lew11, Mar12, Ogi06, Ott08, Pan97, Pre11, Ric07, Ris07, Rus11a, Sch07, Sm08, Sp11, Ter14, Tie13, Van07b, Wat07, W10]. history [Zun12, Har09, Wol13a, Zak13]. Hitler
Hitting [Joh09, Cho12].
Hoddeson [Ham10]. Hofmann [Jac14].
Holism [Dar91]. Hollywood [Hec14, Kir11].
Holmes [SD08]. Holy [Gar09, Num07].

Institute [Kar77, Tur82, Von01, CH16, Goo91, Les08].

Institute-Building [Tur82].

Institutes [Gau10].

Institution [Ser83].

Institutional [Cah85, Shi79, Ben01].

Institutions [Cho12].

Instrument [Cas09a, Mor09, Jac06].

Instrumental [Mod12, Dim14].

Instrumentalists [Jon18].

Instrumentalizing [Yea12].

Instruments [Bro08, Len86, Swa17].

Insufferably [Cas09a].

Intake [Hol87].

Intake-Output [Hol87].

Integration [Bar18, BC91].

integrity [Fri07].

Intellectual [For71].

Intelligence [Han15, Goo03, Hun13, SR02b].

Intelligentsia [Lee16].

Intelligibility [Ris10, Dea07].

Intensive [Whe81].

Interactions [Cas81].

Interdisciplinary [Les87, MC13].

Interface [Gol13, Har11].

International [Lau14, Nes13, SR02a, Tat16, Mun97, Mun13, ABO10, De 02].

Internationalism [Sla12a, Wan99b].

Interpretation [Gor14a, Per18, Fre05, Van07b].

Interpretations [Shi86, Shi87].

Interpreting [Tho12].

Intimate [Pye11].

Interrogation [Wri14].

Invention [Bal15, Kev09, Op15, Cro88, Hec14, Hun86, Joh08, Lau14, Lon08, Mod08, Nie89, Nie91, Phi10, Por13, Rai10, Sch12a, Sol61, SD08].

Japan [FH19, Koi75, Koi07, Low99, Low06].

Japanese [Lee18].

Jews [Lev64c, Orl98].

Jewish [Lev64c, Orl98].

Jim [Kev09, Oni15].

Jo [Aga69, Hop96, Leg15, Rai10, Sei86a, Str08, DeY11, Sch90, Sem08, Tho84].

Johnson [Coe10, Jac09, Joh08, Kim14, Kli13, Lau14, Lin09, Lon08, Mat15, Mod08, Mor09, Nov15, Nye09, Oni15, Phi10, Por13, Rad13, Rai10, Ris10, Rog12, San10, Sch12a, Str08, SD08, Wal15a, Wol13a, Zak13].

ISBN-10 [Kev09].


Islamic [Ris10, Sa107].

Islam [Lev64a].

Islamicism [Ris10, Sa107].

Isotopic [Koh77].

Israel [Cha94].

Issue [FM16, NV17, Wes08a].

Issues [How12, OC10].

Italian [Mal00, Mon08, vSvS66].

Italy [GG88, Orl98, Rus66, Sar10a, vSvS66].

Itineraries [Fre81].

IUD [Kli13, Tak12].

Ives [Lal13].

IWO [Coe10, Mod08, Ris10, Sch12a, SD08].

J [Bou12, Fal88, Fef89, Gil08, Hag14, Hun14, Joh08, Lau14, Lon08, Mod08, Nie89, Nie91, Phi10, Por13, Rai10, Sch12a, Sol61, SD08].

J. [Ber82, Fal88, Fef89, Fra77, Nev62, Sol61].

Jackson [Mor09].

James [Bal15, Kev09, Leg15, Rei49, Cro88, Hun10, Lec92, Mil66].

Jan [Coe10].

Japan [FH19, Koi75, Koi07, Low99, Low06].

Japanese [Lee18].

Japanese [Ris98].

Javanese [Mat15, Por13].

Javanese [Por13].

Jaws [Mar16].

Jay [Hop96, Rad12].

Jefferson [Ric12, Bar09, Wes02].

Jennings [Har09].

Jeremy [Str08].

Jerusalem [Cha94].

Jessica [Lin09].

Jesus [Lin09].

Jewish [Gar09, Har07a].

Jewish [Lev64c, Or198].

Jim [Kev09, Oni15].

Jo [Ano17, Wal15a].

Joel [Bri15].

John [Aga69, Hop96, Leg15, Rai10, Sei86a, Str08, DeY11, Sch90, Sem08, Tho84].

Johns [Coe10, Jac09, Joh08, Kim14, Lau14, Nov15, Por13, Rad13, Str08, Fri07].

Johnson [Cho12].

Joint [Ano09].

Jonathan [Mor09, Oni15, Phi10].

Jörg [Dör2, Kev09, Dör2].

Jorge [Por13].

Jørgensen [Kau60].

José [Por13, BGC08,
BG10, GUOB11, MOBG09, WG10.

Josefowicz [Kin11]. Joseph [Dim14, Fri77, Par60]. Josiah [Sch59].

Joule [Croc88]. Journal [Ano08i]. Journals [Ano09i].


Jürgen [Sta08]. Just [Gre08, Hof17, Rog12].

justice [Sur02, She16]. justifications [Ste03].

Justus [Tur82].


Kamerlingh [Dah84].

Kapitza [Koz91]. Karl [Lec92, Sco50].

Karlsruhe [dM48, vSvS66].

Katakiya [Ray59]. Kayser [Phi66].

Keeling [Wea07]. Keep [McC08, Ham10].

Keeler [Har09]. Kelvin [WS86]. Kendrick [Lau14].

Kenkel [Wea07]. Keep [McC08, Ham10].

Keller [Har09]. Kelvin [WS86]. Kendrick [Lau14].

Kendrick [Lau14].

Kenkel [Wea07]. Keep [McC08, Ham10].

Keller [Har09]. Kelvin [WS86]. Kendrick [Lau14].

Kenkel [Wea07]. Keep [McC08, Ham10].

Keller [Har09]. Kelvin [WS86]. Kendrick [Lau14].

Kendrick [Lau14].

Kendrick [Lau14]. Kenkel [Wea07]. Keep [McC08, Ham10].

Keller [Har09]. Kelvin [WS86]. Kendrick [Lau14].

Kenkel [Wea07]. Keep [McC08, Ham10].

Keller [Har09]. Kelvin [WS86]. Kendrick [Lau14].

Kenkel [Wea07]. Keep [McC08, Ham10].

Keller [Har09]. Kelvin [WS86]. Kendrick [Lau14].

Kenkel [Wea07]. Keep [McC08, Ham10].

Keller [Har09]. Kelvin [WS86]. Kendrick [Lau14].

Kenkel [Wea07]. Keep [McC08, Ham10].

Keller [Har09]. Kelvin [WS86]. Kendrick [Lau14].

Kenkel [Wea07]. Keep [McC08, Ham10].
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